Sunstone Seattle

“Inclusion and Influence in the Borderlands”
Saturday, November 15th
10:00am-4:00pm

9:30 am - Registration

Invocation: Carson Calderwood, LDS

10:00 am - Opening Address, Dan Wotherspoon, Mormon Matters Podcast

10:45 am - Interfaith Panel Discussion: Including and Influencing People in the Borderlands

Panelists:
Aaron Brown, LDS Blogger
Cathy Barker, Former LDS Relief Society 1st Counselor
Karin Franklin Peter, Community of Christ
Robin Linkhart, Community of Christ
Moderator: Kaimi Wenger, Thomas Jefferson Law School

12:30 pm - “Mormon Luncheon” and Presentation Featuring, Jerilyn Pool as “Aunt Marvel”

2:00 pm - Break-out Sessions and Round-table Discussion:

- Influence and Inclusion from the Pews, chair Michael Barker, LDS Blogger
- Influence and Inclusion from the Sidelines, chair Kirk Caudle, LDS Scholar
- Looking for Inclusion for Ourselves, chair Dr. Jen McDonald, Clinical Psychologist

3:00 pm - Closing Keynote Address:

Neylan McBaine Author of Women at Church
Moderator: Lindsay Hansen Park, Sunstone Education Foundation

Closing Prayer: Chris Sargent, Community of Christ
“Music and Messages of Love”
Sunstone Portland Event
Sunday, November 16th
6pm-8pm

SERVICE PROJECT: Quilts tied for gay homeless youth (quilts will feature block squares with messages of love, hope, and inclusion written on them for the youth). This project will be ongoing during the event.

6:00 pm: Introduction, Lindsay Hansen Park, Sunstone Education Foundation

Invocation: Kaimi Wenger, LDS Blogger

Presentation:

Speaker: Kirk Caudle, LDS Scholar
Musical presentation: JaneAnne Peterson, LDS Blogger
Speaker: Dan Wotherspoon, LDS Podcaster
Musical presentation: Stephanie Caudle, LDS Musician
Speaker: Jon Hastings, Mormons Building Bridges

Dessert Presentation Featuring: Jerelyn Pool as “Aunt Marvel”

Closing Prayer: Lisa Haight-Stott, Sunstone Service Committee